SDL Trados Studio 2017 is Almost Here

Discover the latest innovations in the world’s most trusted CAT tool. Get more
from your assets than was ever possible with transformative new technology
and the next generation of translation productivity tools.
SDL Trados Studio is the industry’s most trusted translation software. With over
30 years’ experience refining the essential features required by professional
translators and project managers, SDL Trados Studio is the industry standard to
which others aspire.
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Collaborating with the world’s largest professional
translator user base, SDL Trados Studio and SDL MultiTerm
will deliver new levels of productivity, efficiency and ease
of use than ever before.

Studio will do the brain work
Get more matches than ever before!
Your TMs are your greatest assets and getting the
maximum possible from them matters. With our
transformative new upLIFT technology you can translate
new segments faster, even if you don’t have a TM match.
Studio will automatically find even more matches, so you
don’t have to!

Let Studio take on the handiwork
Translate in record time, with intelligent fuzzy match
repair
With increasingly short deadlines, being able to do as
much as possible in as little time is important. With our
new upLIFT technology soon Studio will cleverly use your
trusted resources to repair fuzzy matches too!

Make it part of your translation DNA
Self-learning Machine Translation
Avoid the frustrating and time-consuming process of
correcting the same machine translation errors time and
time again with our break-through AdaptiveMT engines.
These engines self-learn from your post-edits so that MT
output is unique to your style, content and terminology.
Now you can trust your own personal MT engine to form
part of your translation DNA!

Small enhancements for big gains
The many details that make a difference
Being able to work in the way that suits you and that
optimizes the translation process is vital. Studio 2017
will introduce a number of enhancements, including the
ability to merge segments over hard returns, so you can
focus on delivering quality translation in the shortest time.

AutoSuggest for Asian languages
You work in many languages – so AutoSuggest should
too. Our updated TM technology means that you can
experience even further gains in productivity with
AutoSuggest that now supports Asian languages. A first
for CAT tools!
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The correct terminology helps you to speak the
right language. With this in mind, SDL MultiTerm
2017 will not only deliver improved terminology
recognition but it will also speed up the time
required for repetitive tasks, increase productivity
and all within a simpler user environment.
Terminology at your fingertips!
SDL MultiTerm 2017 will provide users with a more
intuitive, modern interface making terminology easier and
simpler to use, quicker to access and ultimately allowing
you get things done more quickly and efficiently.

It’s all about the experience
Continuing to improve the way our technology works
for you
How you interact with our software is critical to your
productivity. SDL Trados Studio will focus on enhancing
the experience, simplifying tasks, making items easier to
find, helping you to be more productive and enjoy using
Studio even more.
Even more functionality
Don’t forget about the SDL AppStore where you can
download apps to enhance the functionality of your
Studio and make it personal to the way you work. With
over 180 apps, most of which are free, and new apps
constantly being added, the possibilities to customize and
extend your Studio functionality are endless.

Gain ultimate control of your termbase content
A lot of work goes into building a high-quality termbase
and eventually it becomes an invaluable asset, but
management of all this content can be challenging. SDL
MultiTerm 2017 will now allow easier management of
termbase content by providing automation of the most
time-intensive tasks. Users will now be able to do more in
less time.
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Results you can trust! More accurate terms when and
where you need them!
Knowing when and where to use the right terminology in your
translations is key to maximizing the potential of your termbase, so
with the enhanced term recognition functionality users will now
benefit from more accurate and more reliable suggestions.

Expand your reach! Increased administration
functionality for extended terminology use.
Extending the richness of terminology to other stakeholders in an
organisation is very powerful, now with extended administration
options in MultiTerm Desktop users will no longer need to install
multiple applications to manage MultiTerm server solutions.

Tuned for peak performance!
MultiTerm 2017 will deliver the highest performance ever, the
industry-leading terminology tool has been fine-tuned to ensure
its maximum reliability.

Need more information?
For freelance translators:
www.translationzone.com/translator/
trados2017
For translation agencies:
www.translationzone.com/lsp/
trados2017
For corporations:
www.sdl.com/trados2017

Learn more at SDL.com
Follow SDL on Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook
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deliver transformative business results on a global scale. Seventy-nine of the top 100 global
brands trust SDL to simplify the complexity of managing content across multiple brands,
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